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~few Pa gas
photon + H₂ → H₂⁺ + e⁻
EUV + gas → plasma
Characterize the ion fluxes towards surfaces exposed to EUV-induced plasma
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Evolution of the ion-flux density

The temporal evolution of the ion-flux density can be described using classic plasma physical concepts.
Ion-flux composition and energy distribution

$\text{H}_3^+$ is most abundant

Ion energies are low (<10 eV)

Energy distribution of $\text{H}^+$ has a high-energy tail
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Plasma remains ‘hot’ for longer than expected

Possible explanation:
Superelastic collisions electrons and vibrationally excited H$_2$
Ion Fluence can be modeled

H⁺ energetic tail

Plasma remains ‘hot’
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Ion fluence can be modeled

$H^+$ energetic tail

Plasma remains ‘hot’